
The AyrKing Mixstir fills a void in the industry, allowing operators to properly blend 
batters, sauces or oils for consistent results. Unlike commercial blenders intended for 
more traditional applications, the Mixstir combines a robust vessel, slower RPM and a 
unique blade design to fulfill the needs of restaurant operations. The blade design has 
no sharp edges which allows it to better mix the product. With a slower speed of 
rotation compared to standard blenders, there is no unwanted aeration added, which 
impacts the flavor profile and quality of batters, sauces and oils. Finally, tasks that 
would otherwise require hand-stirring, such as stirring sauces or soups, can now be 
automated with the Mixstir, preserving food quality while freeing up labor.

 Mixstir

INCLUDED 
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ADVANTAGES
Blends together 8 gallons of batter in just 60 seconds

Built in faucet makes pouring contents out of vessel easy 

Ideal blade speed stirs ingredients together thoroughly without whipping air into the product 

8G vessel allows for larger volume, reducing time and costs of mixing batters

Quiet blending operations create results, not disturbances

Sixty second factory-set timed cycle frees labor and saves energy

Vessel contains only three parts that require cleaning at the end of operation, allowing for 
quick and easy cleaning

Direct drive, steel geared motor & solid stainless steel fabrication provide lasting performance

SPECIFICATION

MODELS
SMB8G360V1H6 
SMB8G360V2H5

Drive Spindle Wrench

Mixing Vessel with faucet, 
blade, and lid

LidS114
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Cross-Out
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MODELS CRATED MEASUREMENTS UNCRATED

LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT

37" (940mm) 17” (432mm) 45” (1143mm) 146 lb (66kg) 113 lb (51kg)SMB8G360V1H6
SMB8G360V2H5 

Specifications subject to change without notice. Version 06/2022

ELECTRICAL

Timed control board automatically 
senses voltage & operates at 
either: 

115V, 50/60Hz, 1 phase,  
1.6 AMP, 1/8 HP

230V, 50/60Hz, 1 phase,  
0.9 AMP, 1/8HP

WARRANTY

One Year Parts

Ninety Days Labor

No Travel Time




